The intelligent
alarm system
precise – comprehensive – secure

AIP –
The Alarm and Information Portal
§ Alerting per language, SMS, messenger, pager and email
§ Immediate and targeted notification of relevant recipients
§ Facilitates rapid action and prevents downtimes

AIP – the alarm and information portal

The challenge

Your requirement

A few years ago the focus was merely placed on

In the event of disruptions to your plant system, you

the automatic detection of alarms and the simple

want an immediate, targeted and efficient alert to take

forwarding of fault messages and today the demands

place? To enable a rapid reaction at any time and from

have increased significantly.

any place which prevents standstills and downtimes?

The market demands a flexible notification

It needs an intelligent system to do this which ensures

system that reaches the correct contact partner

seamless, targeted communication and a short alerting

in the company by means of varied and modern

process.

transmission media.

A system which accurately supports consistent

Rapid and secure reactions are of utmost priority

reporting chains with several escalation levels –

here in order to avoid production downtimes and

from the employee to the team leader to the head of

plant system downtimes.

department. That guarantees notifications at any time
and in any place: via telephone call, SMS, email, audio,
messenger or pager.

1.

With AIP, we have developed a solution which is tailored
to your requirements.

3.

2.
AIP Screenshots: 1. . Configuration general | 2. Configuration planner | 3. Incident configuration

Your intelligent alarm system
The solution: AIP
The alarm portal AIP closes the gap between the

nication enables AIP to achieve a rapid and targeted

occurrence and reporting of a critical incident. AIP

reaction even when on the move. Suitable recipients

guarantees the reliable alerting and accurate notifi-

are notified immediately and everywhere about the

cation of relevant recipients in your company. The-

alarms - also via email, SMS, voice, audio, messenger

refore, the right decisions can be made in the shor-

or pager.

test time in order to protect your system from downtimes and standstills.

As a pure client/server type of application with a modular design, AIP cooperates with existing HMI/SCADA-,

AIP automises alerting processes and guarantees,

MES and ERP systems and seamlessly embeds itself into

by means of established escalation chains, that eve-

the IT architecture of your company. Secured communi-

ry disruption can be immediately resolved. The

cation, flexible configuration and multiple redundancy

integration of the most varied channels of commu-

are the cornerstones of the concept.

Addressing and notification
of the aggregated information

Single-station
Network

Alarm Portal

Staff service
unit
teams

With AIP can you

Your advantages

§

React rapidly to disruptions and

§

Facilitates mobile working for service teams

Avoid plant system downtimes

§

Various types of media can be selected for

§
§

Generate alarms, record events and provide

alerting (SMS, email, pager, telephone,

a universal information goal

audio, messenger)

Accelerate alerting and communication

§

processes
§

To optimise the use of your service
and maintenance staff

Optimised for the use in companies with
increased security requirements

§

Connection of several HMI/SCADA control
systems, MES and ERP systems are possible
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Connections and communication media

Precise alerting
With AIP, various control systems, HMI/SCADA components or visualisations can be coupled via communication
modules (agents). AIP supports the handling of alarms, incidents, reports and disruptions as well as their proliferation and analysis.
If an alarm, a report or a disruption occurs in your process-related IT environment, the AIP agent generates a clearly
defined order with all information that is required to continue to process it in the portal. Orders are retained, multiplied for redundant applications where necessary and sent to the AIP server by means of an IP communication.
AIP thus facilitates a free design of the escalation list and a secure delivery of the order to the recipient. Sources of
error can thus be reduced to a minimum.
1.

2.

3.

Various ranges of application
AIP was developed and optimised for various areas
of application. Therefore, i.e. the application in
companies with increased security requirements,
for the connection of several HMI/SCADA control
systems, MES and ERP systems or also for the
comprehensive systems maintenance staff.
Incidents, no matter what kind, are recorded
4.

in a decentralised way in the AIP and centrally
processed. After the aggregation, the incident can
be universally provided with an information goal.
Plant systems expertise as well as alarm scenarios
can simply be stored in graphic form.

AIP Messenger Screenshots:
1. Android List | 2. Android List | 3. Android Sorting | 4. Windows

AIP Server
AIP agent (connection to control system)

records the incident
in the database

Alarm occurs /
data point status changes

Determines service units
for the event

Monitors incident configuration

Passes through escalation lists
of the service units

Generates incident with system-wide
unique identification

Monitors the on-call schedule and
the representatives of recipients

Persistent incident
Notifies recipient
Transmitted incident

Performs requested confirmation
in the control system

Internal sequence diagram of an alarm

Custom-fit configuration

Comfortable analysis functions

Every alarm or order created by the AIP can freely define

A module which is easy to operate is available for

how this should continue to be addressed. The processing

the investigation and evaluation of alarms and

takes place by means of an integrated Workflow-Engine

incidents. With this tool, the entire plant system

through which various processes are performed and can

can be analysed on the basis of the AIP platform

be modelled.

information.

At first, the relevant service unit is determined which

Current and previous incident lists, top 10

results in the layer, group or person who currently

alarms, alarm frequencies and detailed logging

needs to be notified — depending on what staff are

information, enable a comfortable analysis and

available. If this step is completed, a transmission media

a categorisation according to the problem areas.

can be chosen with the corresponding recipient for the
forwarding. Here there are a diverse range of channels or
routes available. It is possible to send it several times.
If the selected recipient is not available after a definable
delay, other –people can be notified via the escalation
settings.
Additionally, an alarm deactivation is implemented for
service purposes in order i.e. to ensure no unnecessary
alarms are sent when processing a plant system section.

LAN

AIP Screenshot: Analysis – Stations

It is required:

Available:

Internet connection
with VoIP
telephone connection

VoIP telephone connection

SIP-capable telephone system

Telephone connection

SIP-capable telephone system e.g.
Fritz!Box 7390, internal: VoIP server,
external: ISDNç

ISDN connection

SIP-capable telephone system e.g.
Fritz!Box 7390, internal: VoIP server,
external: analogue

Analogue connection

Internet connection
SIP account
(e.g.: sipgate.de)

SIP Provider

For example:

Landline

Mobil

other
providers

Softphone

Representation of the connection options

Integration + interfaces
Flexible connection
The most varied control systems can be attached
to the platform as sources of information – also
redundant.
1.

The classical connection via OPC DA/AE/OPC UA AC
ensures the linkage to many universal Automation
components Other components include iFIX and
Cimplicity from GE, atvise from Certec as well as can
be integrated into this concept upon request or rather
they are already in the development stage.
2.

Basis for the flexibility is day/variables-or the rulesbased creation of alarms. As a result, different
conditions from different control systems can
be automatically delivered to the AIP. There are
examples available for every connected SCADAcontrol system. The AIP-agents supply the data from
the control system or HMI/SCADA via the network
to the AIP server. In the process, an automatic
configuration transfer of the alarm ID from the
3.
AIP Screenshots:1. Annual plan | 2. Weekly schedule | 3. Recipient

control system is possible and this significantly
reduces the configuration expenses.

Multiple transmission media
The secured delivery of the order to the relevant

A native app for the operating system Android, enables

recipients is guaranteed by the integration of various

the receipt of alarms which allow an acknowledgement.

transmission media. Reports can be sent as text or

Service teams thus have the option to align themselves

in computer generated language (Text-to-Speech)

and to optimise operation times. It is also possible to

whereby an acknowledgement is also possible up to

receive an acknowledgement up to the control system.

the SPS levels.

The complete function of the app is also available as a

Even when operating staff are not present in the

desktop variant on MS operating systems. Furthermore,

control room, it is possible to permanently monitor

sending voice messages via VoIP connection is

the plant system with AIP. Thus, AIP even provides

supported.

information to mobile devices such as Smartphones
and Tablet PCs via its transmission media.

ERP

From the control level upwards

Office, web, reporting
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Office networks
SCADA Clients

development
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Terminal,
Web server

Mobiles
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Process control levels
SCADAs

Prozess network

Historian

Ethernet
Profibus

Control levels

HART, AS-Interface …

Field levels
Topology of an integration in the automatisation network

Secure communication
The communication from the agent to the server as

A heartbeat function is also implemented and which

well as the application with integrated transmission

guarantees the surveillance of the alarm system from

media, are set-up in a strictly security-orientated way.

the SCADA. A server redundancy for the set-up with
two AIP servers, is currently in the preparation stages.

A redundant set-up in the core concept is considered
for the entire platform. Thus, there is an agent
redundancy for the connections and with which the
appropriate redundancy status can be adopted in the
event of a SCADA control.

Only authenticated users receive access rights to the
allocated areas of the system. The entire process and
the associated Data traffic can be traced and logged
which guarantees a complete tracking. There is a
complete flow trace for the monitoring and analysis.

Comprehensive language support
The product is available in the languages German,
English, Italian, Spanish and French. The same
applies to the high quality Text-to-Speech engine
which is integrated into the system and which can
automatically apply the alarm messages from the
control centre.

FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW

Whit AIP you can

Technical data

§ Use of a comprehensive alarm tool for several

PC-Software:

HMI/SCADA control systems

Windows 7, Windows 8
Windows Server 2008 R2

§ Recording alarms, disruptions and incidents in

Windows Server 2012 R2

a decentralised way and processing them centrally

Operating ability of the AIP agents

§ Monitoring the processes whenever and

with Windows XP and Vista

wherever and ensuring a remote alarm
with partial disruption suppression

Modem:

§ Generally alerting groups - by adopting actions
§ Recording plant systems expertise and

GSM Modem CT 63
from VIDEC for SMS
with acknowledgement
V-SER-MODEM

scenarios with the definition of rules
and rule-based alarm links
§ Performing comprehensive alarm analyses

Connections:

of plant systems

Siemens – WinCC/PCS7

§ Creating flow traces for security and

Certec – atvise web HMI/SCADA

monitoring purposes

Schneider – InTouch, Citect SCADA
GE – iFIX, Cimplicity i.V.

Your advantages

CSV Agent

§ Shortening downtimes and increasing the

others on request

availability of automated plant systems
§ Improving efficiency and reducing costs
with the practical use of the staff´s willingness

Standard – OPC DA / AE
and OPC UA AC

Output media:

and app-based adoption of tasks among teams
§ It is not necessary to create data points and
variables with the rules-based alarm set-up
§ Very quick configuration by means of an
automated import

Language via VoIP
with acknowledgement
SMS with acknowledgement
Messenger ( Android, Windows)
with acknowledgement
E-Mail, Audio, Pager

§ Applicable in the smallest plant system up
to a complete production plant

You can find further information about

design: www.blaukontor.de

AIP on our website www.mcpmww.com
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